
Neanderthal Area

The steep smooth walls around the cave have a high-concentration of high-calibre lines, and, as such, may be the hard-climber’s highlight at Fairbourne.
Jumping down seems the most logical option for most problems.

1 4 S. Hobbs  27/7/21

Small but satisfying. Start with a good undercut in the crack and sidepull pocket on the right.
Reach to jugs & top out, thin for feet. Climb down to the left.
2 3 S. Hobbs  27/7/21

Almost identical to the above, but slightly higher.
3 3 S. Hobbs  27/7/21

Up the line of the two vertical cracks, on large holds. Climb or jump down.
4 6a P. Hobbs  29/7/21

Nice moves to the juggy ledge at half-height, then committing moves to the high top.
5 6a S. Hobbs  29/7/21

Overhanging mantleshelf (massive incuts at back!). Get established on the ledge (a lot easier if
you use the jug on the left arete). A couple of good edges lead to the top.
6 6a S. Hobbs  29/7/21

Up the right hand side of the ledge, to the obvious black pinch-hold on the wall above. A few
committing reaches to flat edges to finish.
7  ( A long or technical reach to good holds at half-height lead to finish at the
massive flake.
8 5+ P. Hobbs  29/7/21

Layback the good edge of the steep crack. Finish at the obvious lip, or top out right.

9   6a J. Ray 17/7/21

Campus for the flat top edge, using  a distinctive red foothold on the left.  Rock-over onto the
top ledge, then jump down.

The next section is close to 40 degrees!

10 Up via the diagonal quartz feature for hands.
11  ( Up to the short hanging groove on the left.
12 The steep crackline right.
13 The very hard wall.
14   6b J. Ray  17/7/21

The crack coming out of the cave, using the two random concrete chockstones (perfect
undercut on the first!) Finish at twin jugs & jump off. Can be climbed as:
15   6b J. Ray  17/7/21

Start in the back of the cave, using whatever means preferable to stay off the ground.
16 3+ S. Hobbs  17/7/21

The steep groove right has big handholds & two unusual concrete footholds. Stop before the
holds get green.
17 6a S. Hobbs  20/7/21

Up the wall to the right, without using the sides. Can be done a number of ways & significantly
easier for the tall.
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